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1. Connection wires are not included: you will need four 18 gauge wires.   Two to connect the 

horn door to the garage door opener and two to connect the horn door to the power.

2. Mount the horn door on the exterior of the building where it will be able to detect the horn of 

the vehicle needing to open the door.

3. Connect wires from the white switch terminal to the back of the garage door opener.   Locate 

the terminals for the push button wire. Some openers have two screws while newer models 

have a small block of quick-connect terminals. Quick connects are a block of four to six holes 

with small tabs above each hole.  Attach wires to the proper terminals for the push button 

connection.

4. If you are installing on a gate operator the wires from the switch terminal will be connected 

to a normally open and common terminal.

5. An AC plug is provided.   Connect the bare ends of the wire coming from the plug in to the 

power terminal on the Horn Door board.   Extend these power leads if you do not have an 

outlet close enough.

6. Test the horn door by honking once to open the door.  If the door does not open adjust the 

sensitivity (clockwise is more sensitive).

7. Adjust the number of honks needed to activate the door.  When switch #1 & #2 are off – 1

honk opens the door. When switch #1 is ON  2 honks opens.  When switch #2 is ON is 3 

honks opens.   When using 2 or 3 honks do not turn the sensitivity complete up. Are 

remember there must be a distinct pause between honks.
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